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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
Course Objectives 
 
Airline scanning focuses on imaging, gathering and validating data, and sorting.  Objectives for the course 
address best practices to meet the main objectives of scanning in the industry. 
 
Overall Airline Objectives   
 
The students will review the overall process for the airline ticketing industry.  The class will do this through 
labs, handouts, and documentation provided to them.  At the end of this class the students should 
understand how to set up and create airline jobs, using either headers or no headers. 
 
The student will evaluate the necessity of each option as applicable to customer specific business needs. 
 
The student will evaluate sample jobs and processes from class for application at specific customer sites by 
listening to presentation, practicing configuration, and questioning application of each item addressed. 
 
The student will identify components addressed in class applicable to the customer’s requirements and 
processes. 
 
The student will adapt sample jobs and processes to customer specific business needs. 
 
Ticket Receipt Objectives   
 
The students will review industry specific common practices regarding the receipt of tickets.  They will do 
this through labs, and class notes given by the instructor. 
 
Ticket Prep Objectives   
 
The students will learn how to clean, sort and batch the tickets.  They will learn the importance of removing 
staples, tape, and rough edges from the documents.  They will also understand the importance to using a 
document jogger.  They will do this through tools, labs and class notes provided by instructors. 
 
The student will apply understanding of box headers by including them in job configuration. 
 
The student will apply understanding of flight headers by including them in job configuration. 
 
The student will describe and demonstrate the process of prepping documents for industry specific jobs by 
prepping batches for sample jobs and jobs of his or her own creation during class labs. 
 
The student will clean, sort and batch tickets in preparation for scanning as specified in class notes, 
handouts, lecture, discussion and practice. 
 
The student will remove staples, tape, and rough edges from documents in preparation for scanning as 
specified in class notes, handouts, lecture, discussion and practice. 
 
The student will demonstrate the jogging process included in document preparation. 
 
The student will demonstrate understanding of the document prep process and the importance/relevance of 
each process item by interacting in class discussion and activities. 
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The student will identify process items included to prep documents for industry specific jobs by interacting 
in class discussion and activities. 
 
Parm SetUp Objectives   
 
The students will understand the options used in the parm set up software needed in the airline industry.  
They will also need to understand how parm set up can affect the overall outcome of their jobs.  They will 
do this through class lecture, hand on labs, handouts, and documentation provided by instructors. 
 
The student will configure bar code reads to appropriate settings and symbologies for industry specific 
parameters by interacting in class discussion and activities. 
 
The student will configure image windows to appropriate settings and formats for industry specific 
parameters by interacting in class discussion and activities. 
 
The student will configure OCR/ICR reads to appropriate settings for industry specific parameters by 
interacting in class discussion and activities. 
 
SoftTrac Objectives 
 
The students will learn how to set up 2 airline jobs with SoftTrac.  They will also learn how to utilize the 
IATA table look up, when creating their jobs.  They will learn to customize pocketing decisions based on 
specific ticket information.  And they will understand the sensitivity to capturing the information needed to 
be able to receive the revenue from these tickets.  They will do this utilizing class notes, documentation and 
class handouts provided by instructors. 
 
The student will construct job a job with headers with specific components of the industry specific options 
available in Parm Setup and SoftTrac by creating sample batches recognizing and processing each item 
addressed in the batch as related to the specific industry. 
 
The student will construct job a job without headers with specific components of the industry specific 
options available in Parm Setup and SoftTrac by creating sample batches recognizing and processing each 
item addressed in the batch as related to the specific industry. 
 
The student will identify, define, describe and demonstrate IATA lookup options available in Parm Setup 
and SoftTrac by interacting in class discussion and activities. 
 
The student will identify, define, describe and demonstrate sorting/pocketing options available in Parm 
Setup and SoftTrac by interacting in class discussion and activities. 
 
The student will demonstrate importance and understanding of configuring and obtaining clean reads and 
other data capture options as relevant to proper functionality of events, sorting, processing, QA, export, and 
archiving. 
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Chapter 2: Airline Tickets and Industry 
 
Receipt of Tickets 
 
As tickets arrive, boxes (batches) for processing may or may not be properly presorted.  Bags, boxes, headers, job 
types, and other applicable categories may indicate proper processing of received tickets.  Each customer defines the 
proper sorting of tickets for sorting by business needs. 
 
Anatomy of a Ticket 
 
Certain conventions exist among all ticket types.  Other conventions are common, but not standard for all paper 
tickets. 
 
OCR Bars 
 
OCR Bars are used as field identifiers to identify the location on the document where the OCR data can be found. 
OCR Bars are also used to identify headers. The original purpose of OCR Bars was to differentiate reliably between 
Headers and Documents.  
 
There are three standard bar widths identified as types A, B & C Bars. The width for each of these bars is: 

• A Bar .014” +/- .002” 
• B Bar .036” +/- .002 – B Bars are not generally used because of possible confusion with A or C. 
• C Bar .064” +/- .002” 

 
Bar width was originally selected for an OCR pixel size of .007” 

 
To meet recognition standards for OCR Bars, the bars must be taller than the OCR field and be a minimum of .4” 
tall.  The height must pass though the entire OCR read window allowing the OCR reader identify that there is a bar. 
When this happens the OCR will not do character recognition but will proceed to determine the bar type by 
analyzing the width of the bar. 
 
Various combinations of these bar types (A & C) are used to not only identify where the OCR field is (horizontally) 
on the document, but also to identify the document type. 
 
Headers 
 
Box headers usually have a date associated with the contents of the box.  The contents may include a box header, 
flight headers (multiple flights in one box), tickets, etc.  Flight headers are dictated by the customer/business needs.  
Flight headers may include information regarding date, origin, destination, number of passengers, etc. 
 
Header documents have three consecutive C bars without any characters in between them. Usually they are placed at 
the far right of the scan line. Some Characters may be to the right of the three C bars to identify the header type.  For 
example a minimum of three consecutive 111’s identifies this as a Box Header. Three consecutive 222’s could be a 
Flight Header and so on. 
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Tickets 
 
Various combinations of OCR Bars are used on airline tickets.  If all airlines used OCR Bars adhering strictly to the 
rules, OCR Bars could be used to identify document type.  Since OCR Bars are not always used accurately, SoftTrac 
uses the bars to find the OCR field but not to identify the document type.  SoftTrac uses the first three digits of the 
ticket number to identify the document type.  
 
The OCR line and the bar code on a ticket have identical data. The bar code is taken first. In case of an error, or if 
the bar code reader is down, the OCR data is used. Typically, the bar codes read more reliably than the OCR. 
 
Common Markers 
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Standard Ticket Types   
 
ATB (Automated Ticket & Boarding Pass) tickets are printed on card stock. TATs (Transitional 
Automated Ticket) are printed on red carbon flimsy paper. TATs were the type used, before ATBs 
became common. 
 
ATB Example: 

 
 
The field between the two C bars is the ticket number that SoftTrac is looking for. In SoftTrac there is a 
mask (data pattern) for this field identification.  On the left side there is an A bar followed by a C bar. 
This is the stock control number field.  
 
SoftTrac does not distinguish between an A and C.  OCR codes them as the same so SoftTrac just sees 
the code for a bar. A mask is used to identify the stock control number field as eleven consecutive 
characters (10 and a mod 7 check digit although there are variations like 9 digits) and a bar.  This logic of 
reading the Stock control number will only be applied when SoftTrac has identified this document as an 
ATB.  
 
TAT’s 
 
The TAT has a different layout from the ATB. The ticket number is also the stock control number. Stock 
control numbers are supposed to be unique, but duplicates do happen.  
 
TAT With One A Bar: 
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TAT With One C Bar: 

 
 
The correct bar is a C bar.  Standards used to include an A bar, but when ATBs were introduced, the standard was 
changed to C to provide the logic of identifying one C bar on the document as a TAT and two C bars as an ATB. 
This recommended practice was introduced in 1985.   
 
Conventions Used for Processing 
 

• CPN – Coupon - leg number of a multiple stop flight; 0 for audit or sales tickets; 1-4 for lift tickets 
• Airline code - three digit number designated to the airline 
• Form code -  three digit number representative of the form type and check digit method 
• Serial code – unique code used for validation 
• Check digit – number derived from results of specified check digit method 

 
ATB Example: 
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TAT Example: 

 
 
Bar Code, Tables and Logic Process 
 
On TATs, bar codes are used.  Bar codes should be the stock control number.  For some TATs, the bar code matches 
the ticket number exactly.  SoftTrac can use a combination of bar code and OCR to help the OCR read.  In fact, if 
the bar code reads perfectly and the three digit airline code is not 000, then the bar code is taken 100%.  If the airline 
code in the bar code is 000, SoftTrac takes the bar code information and inserts the three dig airline code from the 
OCR. 
 
In brief, SoftTrac uses a series of Tables to steer its logic.  The first table is called FormSerial table containing the 
10 digit ticket numbers by ranges of tickets that have an exception to the normal.  SoftTrac looks there first to see if 
this is an exception ticket and uses the rules in this table.  If the ticket number is not in this table it goes to the table 
called FormC. This table contains the normal and most standard rules.  These tables can be modified and maintained 
quite easily by each airline through MS SQL Server Enterprise Manager or through Table Maintenance in SoftTrac.  
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Airline Table Maintenance 
 
Airline Table Maintenance is a means of interacting with the airline tables in the SoftTrac database without using 
SQL Enterprise Manager.  To use Airline Table Maintenance, use the Admin menu on the SoftTrac main screen and 
select one of the options from Airline Table Maintenance.  Ensuring that all relevant data has been entered into these 
tables is prerequisite to configuring airline jobs. 
 

 
 
Airline Mask Table 
 
The AIRLINE_MASK_TABLE contains all the defined masks to recognize headers and tickets by bar code and/or 
OCR data and is not job-specific.  The defaults that are installed with the DEFAULT TABLE VALUES script will 
address most business needs in the airline industry.  Remember that any changes made here could affect all jobs that 
reference the modified mask.  It is best to define one mask to handle special cases and add that mask to the required 
job.   
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If one of the predefined header masks in the airline mask table does not match the header documents used in the 
batch to be scanned, the administrator must add the header mask to the table.   
 
To add a header mask, use the Admin | Airline Table Maintenance | Airline Mask Table menu option.  You may add 
a new header or select a similar mask, copy and modify the new mask to accommodate the appropriate header to be 
scanned.    
 
Airline Code Table 
 
The AIRLINE_CODES table contains airline codes, along with the three most common check digit methods for that 
airline, and a column indicating whether they are a sampling or non-sampling carrier.  This table is updated 
regularly according to IATA standards, and is the last place that SoftTrac looks for the check digit method to apply 
to a specific coupon. 
 

 
 
Airline FormC Table 
 
The AIRLINE_FORMC table contains all possible form codes along with form type, check digit method, and max 
number of coupons (if known, zero means 0-4).  This table is updated regularly according to IATA standards, and is 
the second place that SoftTrac looks for the check digit method to apply to a particular coupon. 
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Airline FormSerial Table 
 
Coupons that violate the Form Code table check digit method but are still valid can have entries placed in the 
AIRLINE_FORMSERIAL table to handle these exceptions.  This table becomes a work-in-progess as more batches 
are scanned and more exception ranges are found.  This table is the first place SoftTrac looks for the check digit 
method for a particular coupon. 
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Check Digit Methods 
 
The check digit method numbers referenced in the Airline Code, Airline Form Codes, and Airline Form Serial table 
determine which components of the airline ticket number are used in the validation.  The airline check digit routine 
takes the required components and does a mod7 to arrive at the check digit. 
 

Method Components Used 
1 FormSerial 
2 Coupon + FormSerial 
6 Coupon + Airline Code + FormSerial 

 
Prepping Tickets 
 
Business rules dictated by the customer need indicate the order in which batches or boxes should be prepped and/or 
sorted.  In all situations using headers, sorting must include ordering headers in the following manner: 
 

1. Box headers 
2. Flight headers 
3. Other headers 
4. Tickets 

 
Batches of tickets must also be prepped for processing on the ImageTrac scanning platform regarding orientation of 
the documents, cleaning the documents, etc.   
 

 
 
Please see the ImageTrac User Guide for detailed instruction on doc prep. 
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Lab Prepping Airline Batches  
 
Objective 

The student will practice and understand the process of prepping a typical airline batch in deference to 
tickets, headers, data to be collected, sorting, jogging, proper orientation, and cleanliness of docuements. 

 
Reference 

Use the ImageTrac User’s Guide, the Airline Supplemental SoftTrac course manual, and information from 
the instructor for reference.  An envelope is distributed to each student containing one generic batch of 
airline documents. 
 

Lab Instructions 
Using the envelope distributed in class, remove the documents, clean, prep, sort, and jog in preparation to 
run the batch on the ImageTrac.  Sorting and orientation should coincide with the options configured in 
SoftTrac to gather data and images, identify documents and data, and to sort/pocket accordingly. 
 

Notes/Resolution 
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Preparing the SoftTrac Database for Airline Jobs 
 
SoftTrac may be configured to run airline tickets in a special mode with preconfigured rules for the recognition and 
validation of the airline ticket number and, if applicable, the stock control number (SCN).  The recognition and 
validation rules are based on IATA (International Air Transport Association) standards and are updated regularly to 
maintain conformation with those standards.   
 
To support this feature, special airline tables must be installed in the SoftTrac database and populated with 
validation data.   Once these tables and data are added, a SoftTrac job may be designated as an “Airline” type  The 
airline tab on the job definition screen will also appear for configuration of various airline specific options. 
 
Airline Tables Installation and Population 
 
To obtain the SQL scripts required to setup the tables and data for airline job support, run the SoftTrac installation 
program in “Custom” mode and select the option called Airline Files.   
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This will place SQL script files named BaseSQL AirlineTables Script.sql and 
AIRLINE_SETUP_DATA_SCRIPT_MASTER.sql in the C:\Program Files\SoftTrac\ directory that can be loaded 
and run (in respective order…tables, then data) within SQL Query Analyzer.   
 

• BaseSQL AirlineTables Script.sql is used to create tables such as AIRLINE_MASK_TABLE, 
AIRLINE_FORMSERIAL, AIRLINE_FORMC, and AIRLINE_CODES 

• AIRLINE_SETUP_DATA_SCRIPT_MASTER.sql is used to populate the tables with data.  
 

See your local database administrator (DBA) and your IBML Implementation specialist for assistance 
running scripts on the SoftTrac database. 
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Lab Preparing and Populating the SoftTrac Database for Airline Jobs 
 
Objective 

The student will practice and understand the process of running the designated scripts on the SoftTrac SQL 
database.  The student will observe the changes made to the SoftTrac SQL database after the airline scripts 
have run. 

 
Reference 

Use the Airline Supplemental SoftTrac course manual, the SoftTrac Administrator guide and information 
from the instructor for reference. 
 

Lab Instructions 
Read and follow the instructions in the Airline Supplemental SoftTrac manual regarding preparation and 
population of the database for airline processing.  After running each script on the SoftTrac database, 
refresh the tables in the database and note the changes. 
 

Notes/Resolution 
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Chapter 3: Parameter Setup 
 
 
Overview 
 
Before SoftTrac jobs are configured for airline processing, parameters on the scanner must be established 
first to identify what types of images and data should be collected.  Options in the Parameter Setup 
application must be configured first. 
 
Details regarding parameter file configuration of bar codes, images, OCR/ICR, and transport are addressed 
in the Parameter Setup manual used in the SoftTrac Administrator’s class.   
 

In addition to the Parameter Setup manual, assistance is available through IBML Customer 
Services, and SoftTrac Administrator classes are scheduled regularly.  See your Sales or 
Implementation specialists or Hwww.imagetracsupport.comH for additional information and 
to register for classes. 

 
General Parameters 
 
The main parameter file properties must first be set to the proper name, description, and referenced 
hardware file. 
 

 
 
Ink Jet, MICR, rear camera, and DALSA camera are options that are rarely used for airline processing, and 
are, therefore, generally left disabled in Parameter Setup. 
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Bar Codes 
 
Airline processing generally requires the configuration of bar code reads using the Code 3 of 9, Int 2 of 5, 
and/or IATA 2 of 5 symbologies with 1 ReRead on 1 label. 
 

 
 

For detailed information on bar code symbology options and bar code read options in the 
ImageTrac scanner, please see the Parameter Setup manual and your project manager 
for specific bar code configuration requirements. 

 
 
To ensure the best reads, Bar Code Trigger 
settings should be configured to sensor 4 with the 
scan line positioned along the lip leading to the 
next module. 
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Images 
 
Airline processing rarely requires the use of a rear camera, so configuration of image types and windows 
are primarily necessary for the front camera only. 
 
The number of images, full/windowed images, format, and quality are all preferences based on industry 
regulations, business needs, back end system requirements, storage, etc.  Determine the business needs for 
images before configuring image windows in Parameter Setup. 
 

See the Parameter Setup manual or the SoftTrac Administrator’s course for additional 
information.  Discuss business needs with your project managers and IBML 
Implementation specialists.   
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UAlignerU 

 
The Aligner module is designed specifically for small document alignment and registration.  As such, the 
Aligner module option is often installed for airline processing.   
 

This module is used for the ImageTrac II.  It is not applicable for other models. 
 
Aligner module properties may be configured in Parameter Setup, but these properties are generally set at 
the factory while testing the customer’s small document alignment.  Alignment is configured for optimal 
orientation as the documents pass under the camera. 
 
Settings for the aligner should be used from the original factory provided parameter file unless specific 
adjustment instructions are given under support conditions. 
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Additional information on parameter options for the Aligner module are addressed in the 
Parameter Setup manual.  Hardware maintenance information is addressed in the IBML 
Hardware courses and manuals provided for Field Engineer support and training. 
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OCR 
 

For detailed instruction and information regarding OCR, see the Parameter Setup and SoftTrac 
Administrator manuals. 

 
Overview 
 
In resolving the OCR reads on airline coupons, SoftTrac uses a method that takes all reads that are set up 
and combines them to give the best read possible.  Generally, it is best to set up two windows with up to 
three reads each to give SoftTrac the best possible look at the OCR line.  Using more reads/windows 
pushes the capabilities of the scanner when running at a high-volume rate (like 45 inches per second). 
 
When setting up the windows to read OCR, you need to use ParmSetup to define windows to cover most of 
the bottom of the ticket.  Remember, since airline tickets are run with the bottom of the document as 
leading edge and image files are rotated 180°, the same must be done with the OCR window.  Generally, 
two windows, slightly offset vertically, are used to give good coverage of the OCR area. 
 

 
 
Define each read within a window to use OMNI font and select “Font Modify”{ and “Spaces”, and select 
80-pixel window height.  The option “Scrub” can be experimented with to determine if helps or hurts the 
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resulting OCR read.  Scrub attempts to create a single line to read so it ignores marks that come into 
window from top or bottom.   
 
It is best to define each read within a window to use the same method, either Enhanced VST or 
Heavy/Nominal/Thin (HNT) so that the combining of the reads within SoftTrac will be as accurate as 
possible.  The position codes for the characters within a read do not always match when using different 
read methods.  It is best to define one read to use the default values (if using enhanced) and second/third 
reads to read very light printing.  Ideally, if the normal read drops a couple of characters, then the 
second/third read will likely pick those up and the combined read will have all characters.  A second 
window can be added to read tickets where the print line is slightly lower or higher than the normal. 
 
Again, there is a trade-off with the number of windows and reads that can be defined and still maintain an 
acceptable throughput.  You can find the limit by adding reads or windows and then running documents, 
eventually you will get a "OCR Bank Busy" error message from ImageTrac, which means you must either 
remove a read/window or increase the gap between tickets until you no longer get the error.  Generally, two 
windows with three reads each will allow speeds of around 24,000 tickets per hour peak when running at 
45 inches per second. 
 
Recommended OCR Settings 
 
OCR configuration in parameter files is unique to each customer application, and should foremost be 
configured to match the needs of the customer.  Field experience does, however, provide common 
recommended settings for a starting point. 
 

• Use OMNI font 
• Enable Font Modify and Spaces, but not Scrub 
• HNT settings for Red: Heavy 180, Medium 160, and Thin 140.  (Use 0 for everything else unless 

sample reads indicate adjustments needed for numbers, green or blue.) 
• Use 2-3 reads per window with some offset (all HNT or VST – do not mix)  

 
ICR 
 
Advanced configuration of ICR is addressed in a separate class; however, most customers simply use the 
ICR templates created for industry specific application.  For instructions on attaching ICR templates, see 
the ICR section of the Parameter Setup manual. 
 

Please see your Sales and Implementation specialists for additional details regarding ICR 
industry specific templates. 
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Lab Parm Setup 
 
Objective 

The student will practice and understand best practices for creating new parameter files for use in 
the airline industry. 

 
Reference 

Use the Airline Supplemental SoftTrac course manual, the SoftTrac Administrator guide and 
information from the instructor for reference. 
 

Lab Instructions 
Use the instructions in the Airline Supplemental SoftTrac course manual, the SoftTrac 
Administrator guide and information from the instructor to copy/create your own parm file.  (Use 
the original parm file provided with your ImageTrac scanner or the parm file provided by the 
instructor as the source to copy and create your own parm file.) 
 
As necessary, adjust settings for file name, referenced hardware file, description, bar code, images, 
OCR/ICR and transport to accommodate the business needs of the sample airline batch/box 
provided in class. 
 

Notes/Resolution 
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Chapter 4: SoftTrac Airline Jobs 
 
Overview 
 
SoftTrac jobs configured specifically for airline processing share common features with other SoftTrac 
jobs.  The basic elements of SoftTrac jobs, as addressed in the SoftTrac Administrator’s course apply in 
regard to general specifications and options.  Airline jobs, however, use specific parameters created to 
accommodate industry needs.  Most of these exist on the airline tab referencing data and instructions in the 
airline tables of the SoftTrac database. 
 
The Basic Elements 
 
The basic elements from the General tab, the Batch Name Directory tab, Events, etc apply to airline jobs as 
they do any SoftTrac job.  The job must be named, a parameter file referenced, job category and type 
selected, etc. 
 
General Tab 
 
Under the General tab, give your job a meaningful name, as this is the name scanner operators will see 
when selecting the correct job or batch to run.  Choose a properly configured parameter file that will 
control the image formats to output as well as the optimal OCR and transport settings.  For Job Category 
choose AIRLINE.  For Job Type choose Airline Pass 1.  Leave Num Levels at 0. 
 

 
 
Batch Name/Directory Tab 
 
As with any SoftTrac job, under the Batch Name/Directory tab an appropriate batch name format, batch 
directory structure format, and appropriate batch base directory should be established.   
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Specific to airline jobs with headers, a keyword for AIR_BOXNUMBER is available to build the batch 
name format and/or directory structure.  Only use the AIR_BOXNUMBER keyword if the job uses 
headers. 
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Logging 
 
Also on the Batch Name/Directory tab, choose a log directory, then click “Set Log Level” and select levels 
Database Errors, Scanner Errors, Scanner Event Info, Timing Info, and Airline Info as a minimum.  Know 
that the logging for airline jobs is extensive, and the logs need to be maintained on a regular basis to avoid 
accidentally filling a drive device. 
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Scan Events 
 
Scan Events are not as common with airline jobs as they are with other types of processing.  Many event 
options and business needs are addressed under the Airline Setup tab.  
 

 
 
One event/alert may be configured on scanners using the aligner module.  An Image Height alert may be 
configured to halt the track in the event of a double feed scenario, when two tickets following too closely 
might be recognized at one document rather than two.  If the Image Height exceeds that of a typical airline 
ticket, an alert will trigger to stop the track and notify the operator. 
 
Batch Statuses Tab 
 
The Batch Statuses tab is also commonly used with any SoftTrac job using export functions to convert 
images and data collected by the scanner to a format accepted by the customer’s back end system.  Export 
systems are unique to the customer, but the majority of systems using data from ImageTrac scanning 
solutions use batch status to determine when images and data are ready for export. 
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Pocket Setup Tab 
 
The Pocket Setup tab is especially useful for airline processing.  Proper and efficient sorting is a large 
portion of a good airline process.  By using the options available under the Pocket Setup tab, multiple 
pockets may be configured to be seen as one logical pocket allowing a larger number of documents to be 
sorted in one sequential area. 
 

 
 
Other SoftTrac Options 
 
Other advanced features in SoftTrac may be used in optimal configuration of airline jobs.  
 

In addition to the SoftTrac Administrator’s Guide, assistance is available through IBML Customer 
Services, and SoftTrac Administrator classes are scheduled regularly.  See your Sales or 
Implementation specialists or Hwww.imagetracsupport.comH for additional information and 
to register for classes. 
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Lab SoftTrac Basic Elements 
 
Objective 

The student will practice and understand best practices for creating new jobs for use in the airline 
industry. 

 
Reference 

Use the Airline Supplemental SoftTrac course manual, the SoftTrac Administrator guide and 
information from the instructor for reference. 
 

Lab Instructions 
Use the instructions in the Airline Supplemental SoftTrac course manual, the SoftTrac 
Administrator guide and information from the instructor to copy/create your own airline job.  (Use 
the original job provided with your ImageTrac scanner or the job provided by the instructor as the 
source to copy and create your own job.) 
 
As necessary, adjust settings for job name, referenced parameter file, job category, job type, 
description, Batch Name/Directory, and logging to accommodate the business needs of the sample 
airline batch/box provided in class. 
 

Notes/Resolution 
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Airline Setup Tab 
 
The Airline Setup tab within a SoftTrac job definition contains all the options to setup and define headers, 
masks, pocket/sorting, OAL (Other Airline) AC (Airline Codes), airline job type, home airline code, and 
validation test dialog.   
 
The first options to configure on this tab are to choose your job type and identify your home airline code. 
 

 
 
Home airline codes are 3 digit codes assigned to specific airlines within the industry.  See your project 
manager to verify the correct home airline code for the job. 
 
Airline Job Types 
 
• Lifts – flown tickets; uplifts picked up at the counter for a leg of the trip…primary purpose of the job is 

to scan images, gather data, and sort tickets 
• Sales – coupons; not for travel…for accounting purposes 
• Payables – same as a lifts job, but the home airline code is defined in SoftTrac rather than relying on 

bar code or OCR data.  All tickets in these jobs should belong to the same home airline. 
• DataMatch – same as a lifts job with the added validation of comparison of scanned data with data in a 

customer supplied flat file of ticket information. 
 
Other options on the Airline Setup tab are dependent on table data in the SoftTrac database.  Before 
configuring or selecting airline options, ensure that the options are properly entered into the database by 
using the Airline Table Maintenance feature of SoftTrac. 
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Mask To Job 
 
The recognition of an airline ticket is done by applying masks (i.e. regular expressions) to the bar code and 
OCR data from the ImageTrac.  Masks may be added or removed on a per job basis, so a mask might only 
be used for one specific job or job type (i.e.a sales job but not a lift job).   
 
Masks may be modified to improve accuracy or increase recognition, but changes should only be made 
with a thorough understanding of mask definition.  It is highly recommended that only the HEADER and 
TICKET masks be added or modified.   
 
To add appropriate masks to a job, click the Mask To Job button under the Airline Setup tab.  In the Airline 
Mask to Job Setup Dialog, click the add button to add selected masks. 
 

 
 

SCN abbreviates Stock Control Number. 
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Airline to Pkt 
 
For any airline job, a minimum of three pockets should be defined for home airline code pocket, a reject 
(REJ) pocket, and an Other Air Line (OAL) pocket.  More airlines may be defined here for sorting, but do 
not define a pocket here as well as in the OAL list designating pockets.  Only designate pockets for other 
specific airlines in one place or the other.   
 
To add Airline Pocket information here, click the Airline To Pkt button under the Airline Setup tab.  
Always click Save after information has been modified. 
 

 
 
The keyword OALs may be used to identify OAL sampling carriers versus non-sampling carriers 
(sampling/non-sampling is determined from AIRLINE_CODES table).  If the ticket is determined to be a 
"sample" item then it would go to SamplePkt instead of Pkt.  Only way to currently set the "sample" 
indicator is from the hotlist file format 0 lookup or datamatch lookup file. 
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Define OAL AC’s 
 
To help improve the accuracy of the ticket recognition, specific airline codes may be defined as OAL 
(Other Air Line) in relation to the specified home airline code.  This allows the exclusion of small carriers 
or carriers that should not be seen by this airline.  If a ticket is identified as OAL (by either good read or 
misread), the airline code is then compared to the list of OAL airline codes defined for this job.  If the 
airline code is not found on the OAL list, the ticket is either rejected or the validation tries different 
mask/OCR combinations.   
 
If no airline codes are defined here, then all airline codes will be available as a potential OAL airline.  
Identifying the major airlines with which the home airline exchanges often, is recommended as it will aid 
the recognition accuracy and efficiency of the validation. 
 
To define OAL airline codes, or update new data from IATA, click the Define OAL AC’s button under the 
Airline Setup tab.  Add the appropriate 3 digit airline codes to the OAL list as needed. 
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Define FormC Sort 
 
Items that must be sorted by form code as well as airline code may be defined in the FormC Sort Dialog.  
Define either the actual airline code of interest (or OAL), the three-digit form code and/or the pocket.  The 
airline code or OAL defined here must also exist in the Airline to Pkt setup area.  The pocket determination 
logic looks in airline to pocket for an entry that matches the current item; if one is found then it looks in 
FormC sort setup for any entries there that might match. 
 
To add items to the FormC Sort Dialog, click the Define FormC Sort button under the Airline Setup tab. 
 

 
 

Ensure that additions and/or modifications are saved before clicking OK. 
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Header Setup 
 
If header documents are used to separate airline tickets, each header must be identified by type, how it will 
be recognized, and to which pocket it should be sent.   
 
Click the “Header Setup” button to see the headers defined for a job. 
 

 
 

If a header mask is needed that does not exist in the selections, use the Admin | Airline Table 
Maintenance | Airline Mask Table menu option to add the necessary mask. 
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Define Header Mask for Job 
 
To add a header mask that already exists in the mask table: 
 
1. Click Add or Edit to display the Edit Airline Header Setup dialog.   
 

 
 
2. Choose a header type. 
 
3. If the header has a bar code that can be used for identification, enter the appropriate mask. 
 
4. Select an existing OCR header mask from the airline mask table by clicking the "…" button.  This 

brings up the entire list of Header masks.   
 
5. Choose the correct one and click “OK”.   
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Header Options 
 

Header Type - The value chosen here determines what value will be placed in the 
RECORD_TYPE field in the AIRLINE_OUTPUTDATA table. 
Box  – 1 
Flight – 3 
Payables – 5 
Sales – 7 
Batch –  9 
Class – 8 
Transaction – 6 
FIM – 12 
Trailer – 13 
DataMatch – 14 
Merge –15 

   
Header Count - This field is updated automatically when header to pocket items are added to this 

header 
   
Sequential - If you have multiple items for a header, i.e. first one goes to good pocket, second 

one goes to reject pocket then you have Sequential headers and it should be 
turned ON.  If you have header that has tickets between first and second header 
then you need sequential turned OFF. 

   
Header Barcode - If header has a bar code that can be used to identify it, enter the mask here. 
   
Header Mask - This is a previously defined header mask that can be selected from list that can 

be used to identify item based on OCR.  Even if header will be recognized by 
barcode only you should define a header mask that matches it because there is 
info defined there that is necessary. 

   
Special Options - Store Second Barcode – Turn this ON if you have the case where the header is 

being recognized by one barcode but the header contains a second barcode which 
contains the data that should be stored in AIRLINE_OUTPUTDATA table 
HEADER_DATA and HEADER_CHK fields. 
 
No Std Hdr Validation – If your headers do not follow our "standard" airline 
header format then you probably want to turn this ON to prevent the validation 
from occurring.  Normal box, flight, sales, etc. headers follow certain rules that 
can be used to validate that work being run matches job type chosen and also to 
catch any prep errors. 
 
HomeAC tickets following – assumes all documents that follow will be Home 
Airline Code 
 
OAL tickets following – All documents that follow will be OAL tickets 
 
Discard Header Images – Header image will be discarded 
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Discard Following Rear Images – all rear images will be discarded 
 
Header Controls Pocket for Following – The header pocket controls the pocket 
for the rest of the documents 
 
Clear AC Plugging Flag – Clears the AC flag 
 
Exclude From Pocket Count – excludes from pocket count 
 
Header Creates a New Batch – allows auto batching 
 
Discard Header – discards header record in SQL 
 
HomeAC (w/Check) tickets following – checks all documents that follow for 
Home Airline Code 
 
Must Have 2 Barcodes – 2 bar codes must be read 
 
Another Header Must Follow – another header must follow this one in feed order 
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Add to Hdr 
 
Upon returning to the Airline Header Setup dialog, select/highlight your new header line and click the 
“Add to Hdr” button to populate the Hdr Count / Hdr # Field.   
 

 
 
Entering data into the Edit Airline Header to Pocket Setup dialog will increase the header count.  If two 
flight headers are needed, repeat this step twice.  This is also the screen with which pocket assignment may 
be made for headers.  Upon new entry, the values will be 0 for both fields; change the Hdr Cnt No field to 1 
and change Pkt appropriately. 
 
Airline Header Setup with two flight headers: 
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DataMatch Jobs 
 
DataMatch jobs use the same validation as lifts jobs with the added validation of comparison of scanned 
data with data in a customer supplied flat file of ticket information. 
 
DataMatch Flat File 
 
A datamatch flat file is a tab delimited text file containing ticket information used for comparison and 
validation during scanning.  SoftTrac Administrators and local DBAs should coordinate data inclusion, 
format, and location for proper flat file creation and population.   
 
Layout of the DataMatch Flat File (tab delimited text file): 
 
 Original Barcode  - 15 
 Original CPN  - 2 
 Original AC  - 4 
 Original FM  - 10 
 Original FM_CHK - 1 
 Original SCN  - 15 
 Original SCN_CHK - 1 
 Corrected Barcode - 15 
 Corrected CPN  - 2 
 Corrected AC  - 4 
 Corrected FM  - 10 
 Corrected FM_CHK - 1 
 Corrected SCN  - 15 
 Corrected SCN_CHK - 1 
 LostStolen Indicator - 1 
 Discrepant Indicator - 1 
 Billing AC  - 4 
 Sample Indicator  - 1 
 Match ID  - 15 
 CR/LF   - 2 
 
 Total Size  =  120 
 
AirlineTester.exe 
  
A datamatch flat file may also be created by first running the batch of tickets whose data should be 
included in the datamatch flat file in SoftTrac.  If any data was misread during scanning, the flat file 
information must be modified for the correct data before posting to the live production location for the 
datamatch file.   
 
Once the batch has been corrected and closed, the AirlineTester.exe application may be run on the specified 
batch to pull the scanned data in to create a flat file.   
 

Contact your IBML Implementation Specialist for additional information regarding the 
AirlineTester.exe. 
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Note that the location of the datamatch file is hardcoded.  Location, name, etc, must be 
coordinated between the SoftTrac Adminstrator, the local DBA, and IBML 
Implementation Specialists and Engineers. 

 
Matching Process 
 
To match an item against a datamatch file the SoftTrac application first determines the data read (codeline 
and bar code data) from the document currently being passed down the transport.  SoftTrac maintains a 
pointer to the previously matched document (first item in the datamatch file if no items have been 
previously matched).  The pointer will be recovered if the SoftTrac application is terminated and restarted. 
 
SoftTrac firstly attempts to match the bar code (if a bar code was read from the document) to the Original 
Bar Code Data of the item in the datamatch file AFTER the previously matched pointer.  This is based on 
100% matching so all characters from the document must match the datamatch file and no rejects are 
allowed.  If this matches then the item is considered a match and the corrected data plus the Unique ID is 
passed to the SQL server and the previously matched pointer is updated. 
 
If the bar code failed to match to the item in the datamatch file AFTER the previously matched pointer then 
the next entry in the datamatch file is examined as above.  If this fails then each item from this position in 
the file to the ‘Forward Search Limit’ parameter it compared.  If any of these entries match the current 
document the item is considered a match and the corrected data plus the Unique ID is passed to the SQL 
server and the previously matched pointer is updated. 
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If all of these entries fail to match the entry before the previously match pointer is then compared in the 
same way.  SoftTrac will then work its way back until the ‘Backward Search Limit’ is reached.  If any of 
these entries match the current document the item is considered a match and the corrected data plus the 
Unique ID is passed to the SQL server and the previously matched pointer is updated. 
 
If either the ‘Forward Search Limit’ or ‘Backward Search Limit’ are set to zero, SoftTrac will scan the flat 
file data as much as possible while processing.  If a number is specified for the variable, applicable for 
customers who want tickets scanned in consecutive order, SoftTrac will scan the flat file forward and/or 
back that many times.  If no matches are found, an error is displayed. 
 
If this still fails, the document’s Ticket Coupon Number, Ticket Airline Number, Ticket Number, and 
Check Digit are compared to the entries in the datamatch file.  As above initially the entry in the datamatch 
file AFTER the previously matched pointer is compared using the ‘Positional Minimum Matched 
Characters’, ‘Positional Maximum Reject Characters’, and ‘Positional Maximum Mismatch Characters’ 
parameters. If the current document matches the datamatch file within the parameters then the item is 
considered a match and the corrected data plus the Unique ID is passed to the SQL server and the 
previously matched pointer is updated.  Note that both the Original and Corrected values are matched and if 
either set of values match given the parameters then the document is considered to be a match. 
 
If this still fails then the document SCN and SCN Check Digit are compared to the entry in the datamatch 
file.  This is based on 100% matching so all characters from the document must match the datamatch file 
and no rejects are allowed.  If the current document matches the datamatch file the item is considered a 
match and the corrected data plus the Unique ID is passed to the SQL server and the previously matched 
pointer is updated.  Note that both the Original and Corrected values are matched and if either set of values 
match given the parameters then the document is considered to be a match. 
 
If this fails then the ‘Forward Search Limit’ and ‘Backward Search Limit’ are used in the same way as for 
the bar code (detailed above). 
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If the item still fails to match, it is considered a mismatched item.  The document will be pocketed in the 
mismatched items pocket if one is specified.  If no mismatch pocket is specified, the document is pocketed 
in the normal way according to its codeline. 
 
HotList Setup 
 
A HotList is configured in the same manner as a datamatch flat file.  The HotList is a tab delimited text file 
containing information about stolen “hot” tickets.  The matching process is similar to the datamatch 
procedure. 
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Chapter 5: Testing and Running Airline Batches 
 
Testing Validation 
 
Bar code and/or OCR data may be typed here to test the validation from within the job setup.   
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Running Test Batches 
 
Once the job parameters have been defined and the job has been configured, a test batch of documents may 
be loaded in the feeder and new batch created in SoftTrac.   
 
To run a test batch: 
 
1. Open SoftTrac and Login. 
 
2. Click the New Batch or New Box button and the operator may choose the appropriate job.    
 

Remember tickets are fed with OCR scan line/IATA bar code on the leading edge. 
 

  
3.  Press the Autofeed button to begin scanning. 
 
As tickets are scanned entries are placed in the tree within SoftTrac.  
 
• If the item is recognized as a header, the tree text will be colored blue and the header type, document 

number within batch, header data and pocket number will be shown.   
• If the item is recognized as a ticket, the tree text will be colored black and the text will display TKT, 

document number within batch, ticket number, and the pocket.    
• If the item could not be recognized, it was considered a reject and the tree text will be colored red and 

displaying TKT, document number within batch, all zeros for ticket data, and pocket number. 
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Doc Info 
 
Double-clicking an item in the tree will display all the information (Doc Info) for that individual item.   
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During the testing phase this is very important information to help determine if and why items are being 
rejected.  If the OCR data shows the correct number, but the document was considered a reject, it is 
possible that there is an error in the FormC table or that an exception item needs to be added to the 
FormSerial table.  Other possibilities are that the OCR data is in a format that none of the masks defined for 
this job will match. 
 
Correcting Ticket Number for Rejects 
 
Select the rejected item and press the F6 key to enter the correct ticket number. 
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Batch Analysis Report 
 
After batches have been scanned, the Airline Batch Analysis report may be run to check the recognition 
rate.  To run the report, use the Reports | Airline Analysis menu option.  Reports may be displayed as 
Summary or Detailed by toggling the report type at the bottom left of the report dialog.. 
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The Detail option breaks the report out by headers: 
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Chapter 6: Airline Job Labs 
 
Lab Airline Job, Lift Without Headers 
 
Objective 

The student will practice and understand best practices for creating a basic Lift job without 
headers for use in the airline industry. 

 
Reference 

Use the Airline Supplemental SoftTrac course manual, the SoftTrac Administrator guide and 
information from the instructor for reference. 
 

Lab Instructions 
Using the airline job created in previous labs, copy and create a new lift type airline job without 
headers. 
 
As necessary, adjust settings for job name, referenced parameter file, job category, job type, 
description, Batch Name/Directory, and logging to accommodate the business needs of the sample 
airline batch/box provided in class. 
 
Enter the home airline code and airline job type.  Enter the appropriate masks for the bar codes, 
ticket numbers, and SCNs.  Configure the required three entries for the Airline to Pkt Setup.  
Define airlines with which you commonly exchange tickets in the Airline OAL Setup.  (Do not 
leave this blank, as it defaults to ALL airline codes defined as OAL if left blank.)  Define data for 
items that should be sorted by form code as well as airline in the FormC Sort dialog.  
 
Save the job and test using the sample batch provided in class. 
 

Notes/Resolution 
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Lab Airline Job, Lift With Headers 
 
Objective 

The student will practice and understand best practices for creating a basic Lift job without 
headers for use in the airline industry. 

 
Reference 

Use the Airline Supplemental SoftTrac course manual, the SoftTrac Administrator guide and 
information from the instructor for reference. 
 

Lab Instructions 
Using the airline job created in previous labs, copy and create a new lift type airline job without 
headers. 
 
As necessary, adjust settings for job name, referenced parameter file, job category, job type, 
description, Batch Name/Directory, and logging to accommodate the business needs of the sample 
airline batch/box provided in class. 
 
Enter the home airline code and airline job type.  Enter the appropriate masks for the bar codes, 
ticket numbers, and SCNs.  Configure the required three entries for the Airline to Pkt Setup.  
Define airlines with which you commonly exchange tickets in the Airline OAL Setup.  (Do not 
leave this blank, as it defaults to ALL airline codes defined as OAL if left blank.)  Define data for 
items that should be sorted by form code as well as airline in the FormC Sort dialog.  
 
Enter Airline Header Setup data for the sample box and flight headers provided.  Save the job and 
test using the sample batch provided in class. 
 

Notes/Resolution 
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Chapter 7: Scanning Complete 
 
 
Quality Assurance (QA) Process / Reject Repair 
 
There are multiple methods to assure correct and valid ticket processing.  Rejected tickets, those that did 
not match validation during the scanning process, may be corrected at the scanner within SoftTrac.  
SoftTrac may be used on an offline workstation, or a third party application may be used to correct and 
validate rejected items.  Customer preference may call for the use of any or all of these methods to ensure 
accurate data collection and processing. 
 
Export 
 
Customer preference is also the deciding factor in the method(s) used for exporting images and data as 
needed.  If image and data conversion or transfer is necessary for compatibility with the customer’s back 
end system, IBML’s Export Suite, or a third party vendor option may be employed for this purpose. 
 

 
 
Archive Process 
 
The archival process is totally dependant on customer need and preference.  Regulatory bodies may impose 
industry specific rules regarding archival of images and data, but the methodology employed by the 
customer is usually determined by the project manager and the customer’s IT department.  Some airline 
customers archive on a 3-6 month rotation, depending on the airline’s rules. 
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